Abstract. This paper systematically studies the notions of controllability and observability for an affine abstract system defined in a Hilbert space with initial data, controls and observations also belonging to Hilbert spaces. Necessary and sufficient conditions are obtained in that framework and the duality property is studied. This theory can find applications in the study of "boundary controllability" and "boundary observability" for parabolic partial differential equations. 
written I. The (i) A is injective (resp. has a dense image in K); (ii) A* has a dense image in H (resp. is injective) (iii) A*A > 0 (resp. AA* > 0). ( The simultaneously controlled and observed adjoint system s* is defined as follows:
Proof. (i),, (ii
4*(t;x, y) R(T, t)*x + F(s)*Z(s)*y(s) ds (evolution map), *(t;x, y) B(t)*dp*(t;x,y) (observation map). (ii) For system s* the direction of time has been reversed and we must speak of controllability and observability at time 0 (zero) instead of at time T. 
